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Abstract: Creep rupture prediction is always a critical matter for materials serving at high temperatures
and stresses for a long time. Empirical models are frequently used to describe creep rupture, but the
parameters of the empirical models do not have any physical meanings, and the model cannot reveal
the controlling mechanisms during creep rupture. Fundamental models have been proposed where no
fitting parameters are involved. Both for ductile and brittle creep rupture, fundamental creep models
have been used for the austenitic stainless steel Sanicro 25 (23Cr25NiWCoCu). For ductile creep
rupture, the dislocation contribution, solid solution hardening, precipitation hardening, and splitting
of dislocations were considered. For brittle creep rupture, creep cavitation models were used taking
grain boundary sliding, formation, and growth of creep cavities into account. All parameters in the
models have been well defined and no fitting is involved. MatCalc was used for the calculation of the
evolution of precipitates. Some physical parameters were obtained with first-principles methods.
By combining the ductile and brittle creep rupture models, the final creep rupture prediction was
made for Sanicro 25. The modeling results can predict the experiments at long-term creep exposure
times in a reasonable way.
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1. Introduction

The concept of Advanced Ultra-supercritical (AUSC) power plants has been proposed
world-wide in order to raise the operating temperature and stress for fossil-fired power plants [1].
Thereby, the efficiency of the power plants can be improved and the CO2 emissions can be reduced.
In the AUSC conditions, the temperature is 700 ◦C or more and the stress is above 30 MPa, which imposes
high requirements on the materials used for power plants. Austenitic stainless steels and nickel-based
superalloys are candidate materials for the critical components serving at high temperature and stress.
Sanicro 25 (23Cr25NiWCoCu, also called UNS S31035) is an austenitic stainless steel developed by
Sandvik [2–5] and is designed for use in steam boilers at high temperatures. The design life of power
plants nowadays is 20 to 30 years, and their actual life can be even longer. The high temperatures and
stresses give rise to a slow mechanical deformation that is called creep, which will eventually result in
rupture. This type of deformation is life controlling for many components in fossil-fired power plants.
Since the creep deformation is time dependent, it is crucial to understand its long-term behavior and
the mechanisms involved.

Experimental tests are the most accurate means to characterize and assess the creep rupture life
of materials. To generate proper design data, tests must run over many years. Still, the results have
to be extrapolated by a large factor in time to reach the desired design life. Therefore, predicting the
long-term creep rupture life of materials has been a critical issue. Traditionally, the creep rupture life
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has been extrapolated with empirical models. A wide range of Time-Temperature-Parameters have
been proposed for this purpose, like the Larson-Miller parameter [6]. ECCC has proposed a Master
Equation for different types of materials, where several parameters are involved [7,8]. Empirical models
for creep strain versus time curves have also been developed such as the θ and Ω models, where the
model can represent the creep curves in a good way [9]. However, the nature of these models is to fit
the current existing experimental results and with the parameters obtained to extrapolate the future
creep rupture life. The more parameters, the more accurately the models can fit with the experiments.
However, the parameters involved in these empirical models do not have any physical meanings in
most cases. The models are just a means of fitting data. They do not provide any basic understanding
for the creep behavior and cannot reveal the rupture controlling mechanisms. In the work within
ECCC, it has been found that the empirical models only can be used to extrapolate by up to a factor of
three in time with reasonable precision. The reason is most likely that the empirical models cannot
represent the operating failure mechanisms in a reliable way.

For materials serving at high temperatures and stresses, long-term life safety is a crucial factor.
One needs to understand the mechanism for better prediction of the creep rupture life. To resolve the
problems with the empirical models, Sandström has proposed the use of fundamental models [9,10].
Since fundamental models mean different things to different scientists, a definition of what is meant in
the present context has been provided.

(a) The models should be able to represent the rupture controlling mechanism;
(b) All parameters in the models should be well-defined;
(c) No fitting or adjustable parameters should be used to describe the experimental mechanical data;
(d) The modelling results should be sufficiently precise in order to be used technically.

The nature of the fundamental creep models is to predict the macro creep rupture strength by
considering the evolution of microstructure and defects during the creep process. Fundamental models
have been used successfully for creep rupture prediction of Cu and austenitic stainless steels [10–13].
The models that are taken into account are summarized below.

This paper aims to use fundamental models for predicting the creep rupture strength of Sanicro
25. The ductile creep rupture models, including dislocation contribution, precipitation hardening,
solid solution hardening, and splitting of dislocation will be used. On the other hand, the brittle creep
rupture due to formation, growth, and coalescence of grain boundary cavities will also be considered.
By combining the ductile and brittle creep rupture models, the final creep rupture strength prediction
will be made, and the modeling results will be compared to experimental data for Sanicro 25.

There are some new features in the modelling of the rupture. Recently, our model for precipitation
hardening (PH) has been updated and further developed [14]. The new model can describe a number
of features of the influence of Co particles on the creep strength of copper. Since the PH is the main
contribution to the creep strength in this case, this is a direct verification of the PH model. This model
has been implemented in the present paper. To compute the rupture elongation for ductile rupture
has always been a challenge. However, it has been accomplished recently for copper taking recovery
and necking during tertiary creep into account [15]. Results from this analysis have been used in the
present work.

2. Models and Materials

Creep rupture can either take place due to ductility exhaustion or due to embrittlement. The former
mechanism is referred to as ductile creep rupture and is controlled by the formation, movement,
and recovery of dislocations. The second mechanism is called brittle rupture. While many mechanisms
can give rise to embrittlement of materials but in commercial materials for high-temperature service,
brittle rupture is primarily controlled by cavity formation and development. Ductile rupture is
analyzed in Section 2.1 and brittle rupture in Section 2.2.
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2.1. Ductile Creep Rupture Models

Fundamental creep models for ductile rupture based on dislocation mechanisms have been
formulated and shown to be able to describe the rupture behavior accurately, for example, for austenitic
stainless steels [10–12,16]. Since the creep strength is influenced by precipitation hardening and solid
solution hardening, it is important to take their role into account. Besides, due to the low stacking fault
energy (SFE) in austenitic stainless steels, the effect of partial dislocations is considered. The final form
of the ductile creep rupture models can be expressed as:

.
εcr =

2bKτL

αm2 Mclgl(T, σ)
(
σ− σPH

αmGb

)3
fSFE, (1)

where
.
εcr is the creep rate, b is Burgers’ vector, and K is the constant related to subgrain size, which

is shown in Section 2.2 Brittle creep rupture models, Equation (15). α is a work-hardening constant,
and m is the Taylor factor, which is about 3.06 for fcc materials. Mclgl (T, σ) is the glide and climb
mobility of dislocations, and fSFE is the stacking fault energy factor. σ is the applied stress, T is the
absolute temperature, and G the shear modulus. σPH is the precipitation hardening strength. Rupture
is assumed to take place when a certain creep strain (rupture elongation) has been reached.

Mclgl (T, σ), σPH and fSFE will be introduced separately now.

2.1.1. Stacking Fault Energy Factor fSFE

The presence of partial dislocations reduces the creep rate since split dislocations climb at a lower
rate. This effect increases with the width of the split dislocations, which is inversely proportional to the
stacking fault energy. The creep rate is reduced by a factor fSFE [17]:

fSFE = 2
(

24π(1− ν)
2 + ν

)2(γSFE

Gb

)2
, (2)

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio, γSFE is the stacking fault energy, G the shear modulus, and b Burgers’
vector. Vitos et al. [18,19] have studied the stacking fault energy of austenitic stainless steels with
quantum mechanical first-principles methods. Using their results, the stacking fault energy for
23Cr25NiWCuCo is found to be about 0.044 J/m2.

2.1.2. Precipitation Hardening

Precipitation hardening is often the most potent way of increasing the creep strength. For a
long time, no good way of computing the magnitude of this strength contribution was available.
In general, the room temperature value of the Orowan strength was used. However, this expression
usually strongly overestimates the precipitation hardening. In addition, it could not reproduce the
observed exponential decrease with increasing temperature. For this reason, a new expression for the
precipitation hardening strength σPH was developed [9,10,16,20,21]:

σPH = 0.8
Gb2m
bλrc

, (3)

G is the shear modulus, b the Burgers’ vector, and m the Taylor factor. λrc is the particle spacing
corresponds to particles exceeding a critical radius rc. When the particle radius is smaller than rc,
there will be sufficient time for dislocations to climb across them and they will not contribute to the
creep strength. The critical particle radius rc can be expressed as:

2rc = tclimbvdisl, (4)
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which is the climb time of the dislocations across the particles multiplied with the dislocation climb
velocity vdisl. tclimb is assumed to be a significant fraction of the design life. The climb velocity of
dislocations can be obtained from:

vdisl = bMclimbσ, (5)

where σ is the applied stress. Mclimb is the climb mobility of dislocations, which can be expressed as:

Mclimb(T, σ) =
Ds0b
kBT

exp
(
(σ− σPH)b3

kBT

)
exp

{
−

Qsel f

RgT

}
/ fsol, (6)

where Dso is the pre-exponential coefficient for self-diffusion, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the
absolute temperature, Rg is the gas constant, and Qself is the activation energy for self-diffusion. fsol is a
factor that takes solid solution hardening of alloying elements into account. fsol will be introduced later
in this section.

The particle spacing λrc can be related to the number of precipitates Npart per unit area exceeding
the critical size rc:

λrc =
1√

Npart
. (7)

The thermodynamic software MatCalc [16,22] was used to calculate the dimensions of the
precipitates. The number of precipitates Npart with radii larger than rc can be computed if the often
observed exponential particle distribution is assumed [16,20–22]:

Npart = N0
parte

−krrc , (8)

where kr = 1/r, and r is the average particle radius corresponding to the total number of precipitates
contributing to the strengthening N0

part, which is a reference state of particles. With the help of MatCalc
calculations and Equations (4)–(8), one can get the average particle spacing λrc. With Equation (3),
one can find the precipitation hardening strength.

2.1.3. Glide and Climb Mobility of Dislocations

The glide and climb mobility of dislocations can be written as:

Mclgl(T, σ) =
Ds0b
kBT

exp
(
(σ− σPH)b3

kBT

)
exp

−Qsel f

RgT

1− (
σ− σPH

σimax

)2
/ fsol, (9)

where Dso is the pre-exponential coefficient for self-diffusion, b is the Burgers’ vector, kB is the
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, σ is the applied stress, σPH is the precipitation
hardening strength, Rg is the gas constant, and Qself is the activation energy for self-diffusion. σimax
is the tensile strength at ambient temperature. fsol is a factor that takes solid solution hardening of
alloying elements into account.

2.1.4. Solid Solution Hardening

The solute atoms interact with dislocations, which will reduce the creep rate. So, a factor fsol is
taken into account for the creep rate [9,11,23]:

fsol = exp
(

Qsol
RgT

)
, (10)

where Rg is the gas constant and T the absolute temperature. Qsol is the activation energy for solid
solution hardening. Qsol is taken as the maximum interaction energy between different alloying
elements and dislocations. The interaction energy of different elements with dislocations can be
expressed as (in J mol−1) [9,11,23]:
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Umax
i =

(1 + ν)GΩ0εi

π(1− ν)
, (11)

where εi is the linear atomic size misfit, which can be obtained from the first-principles calculations,
ν is the Poisson’s ratio, G the shear modulus and Ω0 the atomic volume. According to first-principles
calculations for Sanicro 25, the εi of Nb is the maximum one, which is about 25.3% at 1000 K [11].
With the help of Equations (10) and (11), one can get the solid solution hardening factor.

Ductile creep rupture is assumed to happen when the creep strain reaches a critical value εcrit;
then the rupture time can be obtained by:

tductrup =
εcrit

.
εcr

. (12)

With Equations (1)–(12), one can get the ductile creep rupture.
The critical rupture strain can be predicted with basic models. This has been done for annealed

and cold worked copper [15,24] describing primary, secondary, and tertiary creep. In particular,
the representation of tertiary creep has turned out to be a challenge. Unexpectedly, it has been found
that enhanced recovery is the main contribution to tertiary creep. Unfortunately, no detailed analysis
seems to have been performed for austenitic stainless steels. Published creep curves for Sanicro 25 [25]
show the same tertiary behavior as for cold worked copper, indicating that enhanced recovery is the
main mechanism. In addition, the strain during primary creep is quite small. In our model, εcrit
represents the strain in the secondary stage. The total experimental rupture strains are about 40–50% at
higher stresses [2,25], and these are clear values for ductile rupture. Considering a significant part from
tertiary creep, εcrit has been taken as 0.2 in the model. This value has also been found to be applicable
to other austenitic stainless steels [10].

2.2. Brittle Creep Rupture Models

2.2.1. Grain Boundary Sliding (GBS) Models

In practice, brittle creep rupture takes place as intergranular fracture in commercial austenitic
stainless steels. It results from the formation, growth, and coalescence of creep cavities on grain
boundaries. Creep cavities are formed by grain boundary sliding (GBS). Two grain boundary sliding
models have been proposed for austenitic stainless steels [22]. The final form of the GBS models can be
written as:

vsd = Cs
.
ε, (13)

where vsd is the grain boundary sliding displacement rate, Cs is the grain boundary sliding parameter
and

.
ε is the creep rate. In the shear sliding model, the Cs is related to the grain size. In the shear

crack model, the GBS displacement rate is associated with the particle diameter and particle spacing.
The particle dimensions in the present paper have been obtained with the help of the thermodynamic
software MatCalc.

2.2.2. Cavity Formation Models

He and Sandström have proposed a model for cavity nucleation at substructures [26]. It is
assumed that when the particles or subboundary corners on one side of a sliding grain boundary
meet the subboundaries on the opposite side of a sliding grain boundary, cavities will be generated.
The final form of the nucleation rate dn/dt can be expressed as:

dn
dt

=
0.9Cs

dsub
(

1
λ2 +

1
d2

sub

)
.
εcr = B

.
εcr. (14)
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0.9 is a factor due to the average angle between the grain boundary and the sliding direction. λ is
the particle spacing, dsub is the subgrain size, and

.
εcr is the creep rate. The final form reproduces

experimental observations quite well. The cavity nucleation rate is proportional to the creep rate and
can be related to the creep rate with the parameter B. It is well established that the subgrain size is
inversely proportional to the applied stress:

dsub =
KGb
σ

, (15)

where K is about 20 for austenitic stainless steels. Equation (15) is in good agreement with
experiments [26].

2.2.3. Creep Cavity Growth Models

For growth of creep cavities, a new model has been proposed based on the constrained creep
cavity growth models.

dR
dt

= 2D0K f (σred − σ0)
1

R2 , (16)

where σred is the reduced stress:

σred = σ0 +
L2dβ

.
εcr

32D0K f
. (17)

In Equations (16) and (17), R is the cavity radius in the grain boundary plane, D0 is the grain
boundary diffusion parameter, D0 = δDGBΩ0/kBT, where δ is the grain boundary width, DGB is the
grain boundary self-diffusion coefficient, Ω0 is the atomic volume, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is
the absolute temperature. σ0 is the sintering stress, σ0 = 2γsurf sin(θ)/R, where γsurf is the free surface
energy per unit area and θ is the cavity tip angle. L is the cavity spacing, d is the grain size,

.
εcr is the

creep rate and β is a material constant (β = 1.8 for homogeneous materials). Kf is a function of the
cavitated area fraction fa [27].

K f =
1

−2log fa − (1− fa)(3− fa)
, (18)

where fa = (2R/L)2 is the area fraction of the cavitated grain boundaries. The cavity spacing L can be
obtained from the number of cavities per unit grain boundary area ncav:

L = 1/
√

ncav. (19)

2.2.4. Brittle Creep Rupture

It is assumed that brittle creep rupture happens when the cavitated area fraction on grain
boundaries reaches a critical value Aflim, which can be taken as 25%. The reason for choosing this value
has been explained in detail in [27]. The condition for brittle creep rupture to happen can be written as:

A f =

∫ t

ti

dncav

dt1
(t1)πR2(t, t1)dt1 < A f lim, (20)

where R(t,t1) is the cavity radius at time t that was formed at time t1, ncav is the cavity number density,
which can be obtained from Equation (14). ti is an incubation time that is about one-third of the rupture
time, as shown in [28] for example. Thus, with a combination of the creep cavity nucleation models
and the modified cavity growth models, the brittle rupture due to creep cavitation could be predicted.

By combining the ductile and brittle creep rupture models, the final creep rupture can be obtained.
Now the models described above, Equations (1)–(20) will be used for creep rupture prediction of
Sanicro 25.
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2.3. Experimental Data Sources

Experimental creep rupture data for Sanicro 25 was extracted from [2,5,25]. Experimental data
for dimensions of precipitates was from [2,5,25] where particle radius and number density had been
characterized. During the MatCalc calculation and the modeling process, the grain size was taken
as 25 µm, which is consistent with metallography observations [25]. In the MatCalc simulation,
the chemical composition was set according to Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of Sanicro 25 (23Cr25NiWCoCu) (wt%).

C Si Mn Cr Ni N W Co Cu P S Nb Fe

0.064 0.2 0.5 22.5 25 0.23 3.6 1.5 3.0 0.025 0.015 0.5 Balance

3. Results

3.1. Constants Used in the Calculation

The constants and physical parameters used in the calculation for Sanicro 25 are shown below in
Table 2.

Table 2. Constants for Sanicro 25 (23Cr25NiWCuCo) used in the computations.

Parameter Description Parameter Value References

Grain boundary diffusion constant δDGB 10−9.87e
−218700
RgasT [29]

Shear modulus G (78 − 0.036 × (T − 273)) × 103 MPa [30]
Activation energy for self-diffusion Q 293 kJ mol−1 [31]

Atomic volume Ω0 1.14 × 10−29 m3 [23]
Boltzmann constant kB 1.381 × 10−23 J K−1

Burgers’ vector b 2.58 × 10−10 m
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3 [32]
Surface energy γsurf 2.8 J m−2 [33]

Cavity tip angle θ 70◦ [34]
Pre-exponential coefficient for self-diffusion Ds0 3.15 × 10−4 m2 s−1 [31]

Taylor factor m 3.06
Work hardening constant α (1 − ν/2)/2π(1 − ν) = 0.19 [35]

3.2. Precipitation Calculation

For the precipitation hardening, MatCalc was used to calculate the particle dimensions. The setup
of MatCalc calculations can be found in [16,22]. For Sanicro 25, the chemical composition during
calculation was set according to Table 1. Two sets of particles were considered, which includes Laves
phase and M23C6 precipitates. For the precipitation hardening contribution, the particle radius and
number density are needed according to Equations (4)–(8). For the Laves phase, a particle radius of
0.05 µm and a volume fraction of 0.01 were found in reasonable agreement with [2]. For the M23C6

precipitates nucleation sites were chosen at the grain boundaries. The modeling results of the particle
radius and number density were compared to the experimental observations as shown in Figure 1.
One can see that the modeling results are within a factor of 2 within the experimental data.
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It should be pointed out that the error range of the experimental data for the particle radius
and number density usually fluctuate in one order of magnitude as shown in [16,36] for HR3C
(25Cr20NiNbN). So, the current results are in acceptable agreement. Besides, the experimental data is
limited by the resolution of the equipment and characterization methods.

3.3. Grain Boundary Sliding (GBS) Displacement

With the help of the shear sliding model, one can get the GBS parameter Cs. Figure 2 shows the
comparison of the shear sliding model and experimental GBS displacement for 20Cr25Ni austenitic
stainless steels, which is close to the studied case. A good agreement can be reached for the models
and experiments.
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data from [37].

3.4. Creep Rupture Prediction

To predict the creep rupture strength of Sanicro 25, the ductile creep rupture models and brittle
creep rupture models are used separately. Then, the results of the two models are compared for
prediction. By combining the ductile and brittle creep rupture models, the principle is that the model
that gives the shorter time to creep failure is taken as the final creep rupture time. Fully ductile
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creep rupture occurs by ductile collapse. A plastic instability takes place followed by necking.
Necking occurs very close to the rupture [15]. This process can be interrupted by embrittlement in the
metal. For commercial austenitic stainless steels, the creep embrittlement is assumed to be induced
by cavitation. If the cavitation is fully developed and initiates failure before the plastic collapse,
brittle rupture is said to happen. Thus, the failure process that occurs first controls the rupture.

In Figure 3, the ductile creep rupture modeling results are compared to the experimental data.
In the model, the contributions from dislocation hardening, precipitation hardening, solid solution
hardening, and splitting of dislocations are considered. The modelling results at 600 ◦C underestimated
the creep rupture life. In the temperature ranges of 650–800 ◦C, the model can predict the rupture
times within a factor of 3 at higher stresses within a factor of 1.2 at lower stresses.
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Figure 3. Creep rupture strength prediction for Sanicro 25 based on dislocation creep, Equation (1),
in the temperatures ranging from 600–800 ◦C with 50 ◦C interval; lines, modelling prediction, O 600 ◦C,
× 650 ◦C, + 700 ◦C, * 750 ◦C, � 800 ◦C; experimental data from [5,25].

Figure 4 shows the creep rupture prediction for the brittle creep rupture model. The prediction
results were in the same range with the experiments at 600 ◦C. At 650–700 ◦C, the model can predict
the rupture times within a factor of 3 at stresses higher than 200 MPa, and in the same range with
the experiments at lower stresses. At 750–800 ◦C, the modelling results were within a factor of 3
with the experiments. At longer creep exposure time, the brittle creep rupture models can give a
more conservative prediction. Both models can represent the creep rupture strength of Sanicro 25 in a
reasonable way. The creep cavitation model shows a more conservative prediction at long-term creep
life, which is often a problematic point now for most empirical models.
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Figure 4. Creep rupture strength prediction for Sanicro 25 based on creep cavitation, Equation (20),
in the temperatures ranging from 600–800 ◦C with 50 ◦C interval; lines, modelling prediction, O 600 ◦C,
× 650 ◦C, + 700 ◦C, * 750 ◦C, � 800 ◦C; experimental data from [5,25].
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By combining the ductile and brittle creep rupture models, one gets the final results for the creep
rupture prediction of Sanicro 25, as shown in Figure 5. The combination principle is to take the shorter
predicted creep rupture time as the final creep rupture life. Comparing Figure 3 to Figure 5, one can
see that there is a transition region in Figure 5, where the ductile and brittle creep rupture region
was distinguished. At higher stresses and lower temperatures, the ductile creep rupture prediction
based on dislocation mechanism was taken as the final creep rupture life. At lower stresses and
higher temperatures, the brittle creep rupture prediction based on creep cavitation was taken as the
final modelling results. Thus, one can see that the ductile creep rupture dominates at higher stresses.
However, at lower stresses and higher temperatures, the creep is governed by the brittle creep rupture.
The final modeling results can represent the creep rupture in a reasonable way.
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Figure 5. Creep rupture strength prediction for Sanicro 25 based on combining of dislocation creep
and creep cavitation, Equations (1) and (20), in the temperatures ranging from 600–800 ◦C with 50 ◦C
interval; lines, modelling prediction, O 600 ◦C, × 650 ◦C, + 700 ◦C, * 750 ◦C, � 800 ◦C; experimental
data from [5,25].

4. Discussion

The fundamental models shown here are based on the microstructure and defect evolution,
where all involved parameters have been well defined and no parameters are fitted to the creep
rate. This procedure gives a good understanding of the controlling mechanisms, which improves the
accuracy of the results. In the calculation, the main input parameters are applied stress σ and the
absolute temperature T.

Some of the parameters have a critical influence on the results. First-principles methods were
used to calculate the stacking fault energy of Sanicro 25. Qsol is the activation energy for solid solution
hardening. It is taken as the maximum interaction energy between the dislocations and different
alloying elements. The interaction energy is related to the lattice misfit parameters, which can be
obtained from first-principles calculations. For Sanicro 25, Nb has the highest interaction energy with
dislocations, so its value is taken as the Qsol. This is different from the empirical models, where the Qsol
value is obtained by fitting the creep rupture data. For ductile creep rupture, the critical strain is taken
as 0.2, which is a general value for many austenitic stainless steels. For the grain boundary sliding
model, the input parameter is the grain size. The other parameters in the model have specific meanings.
For the formation of creep cavities, the parameters involved are subgrain size and particle spacing.
The subgrain size can be obtained with Equation (15), where the constants K has been explained in
detail in [26]. The temperature dependence of the shear modulus G can be described by the equation
in Table 2 [26]. For brittle creep rupture, the critical value for the cavitated area fraction is taken as 0.25.
The reason for choosing this value has been explained in [10].

To investigate whether the predicted rupture times are sensitive to the chosen parameter values,
some parameters have been varied. The experimental rupture ductility lies in the interval 0.15 to
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0.5, covering both ductile and brittle rupture. The rupture elongation 0.2 used in the model refers to
the strain in the secondary stage during fully ductile rupture. Taking into account the strain during
tertiary creep, the full range of possible values should be between 0.15 and 0.25. Increasing the rupture
strain from 0.2 to 0.25 gives an increase in the rupture life for ductile rupture by a factor of 1.25 as
expected and a change from 0.2 to 0.15 gives a corresponding decrease. Such a large change can be
seen as a small change on the rupture curve but does not modify the general appearance of the results.
The cavitated grain boundary area fraction is in close agreement between different sources with a value
of 0.25 (see above). If this value is changed by 10%, there is a corresponding change in the rupture
times by a factor of 1.1 which is barely visible in the diagrams.

The value for K that controls the subgrain size is quite well established, the same applies to the
solution hardening constant Qsol. The results are quite insensitive to these parameters. A change by
10% in any of these parameters is hardly observable on the rupture curves. A parameter that is more
uncertain is the minimum particle size that controls the interparticle spacing, since the metallographic
data is limited. A value of 0.05 µm has been assumed in the model. If this value is doubled, the effect on
the rupture curve is negligibly small. It can be concluded that the model results are not very sensitive
to the chosen parameter values.

The precipitation behavior can be obtained from MatCalc calculations as shown in Figure 1.
It should be pointed out that the error range of the experimental data for the particle radius and number
density usually fluctuate in one order of magnitude, as shown in [16,36] for HR3C (25Cr20NiNbN),
the ratio of the highest/lowest particle radius ranges from 5 to 50. Besides, the accuracy of the
experimental data is limited by the resolution of the equipment and characterization methods. As shown
in Figure 1, the calculated results are about 1–2 times of the experimental particle dimensions. This shows
that the MatCalc calculation results are in acceptable agreement with the experimental observations.

Both intragranular (dimples) and intergranular (cavities) fracture were observed from experimental
observations for Sanicro 25 [5,25] representing ductile and brittle rupture. Unfortunately, the details in
the literature are few and a detailed comparison to the model is not possible, but the basic mechanisms
are the same. Any details about cavity spacing in Sanicro 25 are not available. The model is based
on data for other austenitic stainless steels such as TP316. The model can describe these data in a
satisfactory way.

5. Conclusions

Creep rupture strength of Sanicro 25 has been predicted with the help of fundamental creep
models. Ductile creep rupture based on dislocation mechanism has been considered, where the
influence of solid solution hardening, precipitation hardening, and splitting of dislocations were taken
into account. MatCalc has been used to calculate the evolution of precipitates, and the stacking fault
energy was obtained by first-principles calculations. Brittle creep rupture due to creep cavitation was
also modelled. By combining ductile and brittle creep rupture models, the creep rupture strength
of Sanicro 25 can be predicted in a reasonable way, especially at long-term creep exposure times.
All parameters in the fundamental models are well-defined and no fitting is applied.
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